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UPDATE: FOREIGN INVESTMENTS SAFETY ALERT 

Presidential Executive Order to put constraints on persons of “unfriendly 
jurisdictions” making transactions that involve statutory capital of Russian 

limited liability companies  

 
September 9, 2022 

On September 8, President Putin signed a long-expected Executive Order to restrict transactions made 

by persons of “unfriendly jurisdictions” that involve statutory capital of Russian limited liability 

companies (LLCs).  

To exercise such transactions involving persons of “unfriendly jurisdictions” and Russian/foreign 

entities controlled by them, an approval of the sub-Commission of the Government Commission for 

Foreign Investment Control will be required. Previously, approval of the sub-Commission was only 

required for transactions involving shares in Russian joint-stock companies, although some major 

transactions involving LLCs have also been reviewed by the sub-Commission.   

The executive order will significantly complicate the process of restructuring foreign assets in Russia 

and the exit of multinationals from the Russian market, as most of foreign investors in Russia have 

structured their assets as LLCs.   

With the new executive order, persons of “unfriendly jurisdictions” (and entities controlled by them) 

even with insignificant assets in Russia will be required to get approval of the sub-Commission for 

restructuring or selling their businesses. We can expect a significant increase of burden on the sub-

Commission as even currently, the agenda of the sub-Commission meetings is “packed” to 1-1,5 

months ahead. In addition, the procedure of decision-making in the sub-Commission is highly non-

transparent and creates significant risks for companies – first of all those related to the sub-

Commission powers to “cap” transaction cost and set other conditions.  

The specific procedure for issuing approvals for LLCs should be established by the Government Decree 

in 10 days (we expect amendments to the existing Government Decree No. 295, setting the rules of 

issuing approvals of the sub-Commission).  

Background of the new executive order  

The executive order extending the procedure of approval by the sub-Commission to LLCs has been 

advocated and prepared by the Ministry of Finance during at least 2 months. The logic behind the 

executive order is to restrict the exit of foreign companies from the Russian market and provide the 

government with additional tools to regulate the process – to approve the preferred buyers, limit the 

transaction costs to regulate the outflow of foreign currency from Russia or impose any other 

conditions on companies buying assets of foreign investors in Russia.   

The view of the Ministry of Finance, the main driver of the executive order, was that over the last 

months, companies from foreign jurisdictions mostly completed the process of restructuring their 

http://publication.pravo.gov.ru/Document/View/0001202209080027
http://www.consultant.ru/document/cons_doc_LAW_411064/e8730c96430f0f246299a0cb7e5b27193f98fdaa/?ysclid=l7u8bc3bjf626117585
http://www.consultant.ru/document/cons_doc_LAW_411065/db7b1b81fe93c3fd0d288461a97b3765113612b5/?ysclid=l7tg3svao4702368731
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assets when it comes to intra-group restructuring or other insignificant transactions, and currently 

major investors are approaching the stage of selling their Russian assets to local investors – this is why 

additional regulation of the process is required.  

The signing of executive order was delayed for more than one month since the draft was prepared, 

although the wording was mostly finalized by the end of July and no significant amendments were 

introduced.  

Key provisions of the new Executive Order  

Key provisions of the new Executive Order are as follows:  

• The following types of transactions resulting in change of ownership or other rights to control 

management / economic activity of Russian LLCs will currently require approval of the sub-

Commission – both direct and indirect control change is in scope:  

o Transactions between Russian residents and persons of "unfriendly jurisdictions" or 

entities, including Russian ones, controlled by them; 

o Transactions among foreign persons from "unfriendly jurisdictions " / persons, 

including Russian ones, controlled by them; 

o Transactions between foreign persons from "unfriendly jurisdictions" / persons, 

including Russian ones, controlled by them and foreign persons from "friendly 

jurisdictions". 

 

• Foreign persons are defined as those having the registration (for legal entities), citizenship 

(for private persons) or predominant place of economic activity or predominant place of 

making profits in “unfriendly jurisdictions”. Persons controlled by them are in scope 

irrespective of where they are registered or have a predominant place of economic activity. 

 

• Thus, the scope of transactions covered by the new Executive order is broader than the one 

currently covered for JSCs by the presidential executive order No. 81  and closes the  existing 

“loophole”, including transactions between foreign “unfriendly” residents resulting in 

change of ownership in Russian LLCs and sales of a foreign parent company of a 

Russian LLC that effectively results in indirect control change.. Thus, even the transactions 

between two foreign “unfriendly” residents resulting in a change of ultimate beneficiary of 

the Russian LLC will be subject to approvals by the sub-Commission.  

• The new procedure is not applicable to companies included in the lists under the Presidential 

Executive Order No. 520 (the executive order covers strategic companies, banks, companies 

from the energy sector, suppliers of the equipment and services  for the energy sector and 

owners of subsoil areas).1Transactions with these companies, regardless of the form of 

ownership (LLC or JCS)  could only be exercised with the special permit of the President (the 

 
1 Under the Executive Order No. 520, the President should approve two separate lists – (1) the lists of energy companies and 

suppliers of equipment and services for the energy sector and (2) the lists of banks. The draft of the first list, prepared by the 
Ministry of Energy, includes approx. 160 companies, some of them have very limited connection to the energy sector. The list of 
banks is currently being prepared by the Central Bank in coordination with the Government.  

http://publication.pravo.gov.ru/Document/View/0001202203010083?index=1&rangeSize=1
https://www.consultant.ru/document/cons_doc_LAW_423851/?ysclid=l7ubrogxcp26566621
https://www.consultant.ru/document/cons_doc_LAW_423851/?ysclid=l7ubrogxcp26566621
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permit is  issued in a form of the Presidential resolution and a number of such permits have 

already been issued).  

• The Ministry of Finance is authorized to provide legally-binding clarifications of the executive 

order.  

• In 10 days (by September 18), the Government should approve the procedure of issuing 

permits for transactions covered by this executive order. We expect that the amendments 

should be introduced to the existing Government Decree No. 295, governing the procedure of 

issuing permits  for other types of transactions. The key issue is whether the procedure of 

getting permits for LLCs would be facilitated as otherwise, the amount of work of the sub-

Commission would increase several times.  

• The executive order took effect immediately upon the promulgation.  

What does the new executive order mean for foreign investors selling or 
restructuring their business in Russia?  

• The new executive order significantly expands the scope of transactions subject to approval by 

the sub-Commission to virtually all transactions involving Russian assets connected with 

persons of “unfriendly jurisdictions”. In addition, the existing loopholes which previously 

made it possible to bypass the approval by the sub-Commission carrying out transaction in a 

foreign jurisdiction with the shares of a foreign entity (indirect owner of the Russian entity).  

• The key issue is currently how the approval procedure would change for LLCs to accelerate the 

process and reduce the burden on the sub-Commission. In case the procedure is not changed 

and no exemptions for separate categories of LLCs are provided (which are not already 

contained in the executive order), the sub-Commission will be quickly overwhelmed by the 

wave of requests and its work could collapse. Thus, the wording of the upcoming government 

decree is important to understand its implications for particular types of transactions.   

• As our experience of supporting transactions with JSCs highlights, the approval by the sub-

Commission is a highly unpredictable process generating significant risks for sellers of 

Russian assets – especially when it comes to major profitable assets and industrial facilities.  

• Most importantly, the process of considering the companies’ applications by the sub-

Commission is not regulated and was de-facto changed several times over 6 months of the 

sub-Commission’s activity. Most significant risks are related to broad (and expanding) powers 

of the industry regulators in influencing decisions of the sub-Commission – sometimes in the 

interests of particular Russian investors.  

• The key point of risk is currently the definition of “fair price” of the asset by the sub-

Commission and possible request for discount to meet the sub-Commission criteria. Currently, 

the Ministry of Finance requests that transaction cost should be based on appraisal exercised 

in accordance with the Federal Law “On Appraisal Activity” and dated not earlier than March 

1, 2022, and include at least a 50% discount on this cost.  

http://publication.pravo.gov.ru/Document/View/0001202203070002?ysclid=l7udgenptd731030247
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• The withdrawal of funds from the Russian jurisdiction is another sensitive point – as it 

requires a separate approval of the Board of Directors of the Central Bank, and the Ministry of 

Finance’ approach is that, by default, the funds should remain in the perimeter of the Russian 

financial system (the withdrawal of currency requires separate approval of the industry 

regulator).  

With the new executive order entering force, all these risks would be applicable to a broader range of 

companies.  

### 

If you would like to schedule a discussion of this paper and learn more details about 
the above listed documents, please contact 

Evgeny Roshkov, Executive Partner, e.roshkov@kesarev.com 
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